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English 3 – 4 Quarter 3 

Reading  

Students will: • Draw inferences from a text for evidence to support analysis 
• Identify and analyze the theme(s), characterization, and author’s treatment of source material in a selection 
• Analyze how diction, figurative language, and structure create tone in a selection 
• Evaluate the effects of point of view, cultural experiences, and rhetoric within a selection 
• Compare and analyze the representation of a subject in two different mediums 
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples 

HUSD Support 
Materials & 
Resources 

10 RL 1 

Cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis of 
what the text says explicitly as 
well as inferences drawn from 
the text. (Level 1: Quote, 
Illustrate, Recognize, Identify, 
Recall, State) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
This standard requires students to analyze and support text meaning and 
messages, including reader inferences determined from the stated information, as 
well as reader interpretation of the author’s intent, even if it is not stated. The 
author’s use of literary elements to communicate his/her ideas or messages is the 
basis of this standard. Students will recognize the impact of the author’s use of 
literary elements in RL Standard 1, 9-10 in the development of a text.  
• Teachers include multi-culturally diverse texts, including non-print or visual texts. 
• Teachers can access additional comparisons for literary elements from an 
adopted anthology. 
• Teachers familiarize students with MLA or APA style manuals in book or 
electronic format for supporting and citing sources.  
• Teachers will use a variety of active reading strategies such as Direct Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA) and Question/Answer Relationship (QAR).   
• Teachers use Socratic Method and cooperative learning approaches.  
• Students will compare and contrast works within literary genres that share 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples HUSD Resources 

 
similar themes. Compare an autobiography such as Val Plumwood’s “Being Prey” 
to a short story such as Ray Bradbury’s “A Sound of Thunder” to synthesize 
knowledge and ideas.  
• Students will cite relevant examples from the text to clearly support their 
analysis. 
• Students will consider the structural features of the short story, plays, poems, or 
novels as they make comparisons. Compare plot and setting in short stories such 
as Stephen Vincent Benet’s “By the Waters of Babylon” and Richard Erodes’ and 
Alfonso Ortiz’s “Coyote Kills the Giant.” Or compare characters in stories such as 
Sandra Cisneros’s “Papa Who Wakes Up in the Dark” with Langston Hughes’ 
“Mother to Son.” 
• Students will use electronic or paper graphic organizers such as Venn Diagrams 
for text comparison. 
Connections: 
ETHS.S1C2.02, SSHS.S2C2.03 
Source: commoncore.org 
Collaborate 
Grade 10 Unit 1 
o After reading the play The Post Office by Rabindranath Tagore, answer these 
questions: What does Amal teach the other characters in the play? Do these 
teachings reflect the values of Confucianism or Taoism? Write an essay using at 
least three pieces of textual evidence to support an original thesis.  
(RL.9-10.1, SL.9-10.1, W.9-10.2,W.9-10.9) 

10 RL 2 

Determine a theme or central 
idea of a text and analyze in 
detail its development over the 
course of the text, including how 
it emerges and is shaped and 
refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary of 
the text. (Level 4: Analyze, 
Create, Prove, Synthesize, 
Connecting Texts) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
This standard focuses on the directives given and additionally expects students to 
develop structured mental, oral, or written summaries of texts and write to learn 
in order to delineate complex relationships among supporting ideas, key ideas, and 
themes from RL Standard 1. 
Once students determine a theme or central idea, they will move on to identify 
how an author’s development of the text advances the work’s theme. 
• Teachers will use a variety of active reading strategies such as Directed Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA), Question/Answer Relationship (QAR), and dramatic 
reading/interpretation. 
• Teachers can access their adopted anthologies or on-line resources to find 
examples of selections for the analysis of central idea and theme using authors 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples HUSD Resources 

 
such as Shakespeare, Homer, Collins, Updike, Frost, Achebe, Dickinson, Wiesel, and 
Angelou.  
• Students will determine a theme or central idea through a scaffold process 
focused on understanding the literary elements from RL Standard 1.  
• Students will identify how an author’s choice of words and imagery set the tone 
and advance a work’s theme. Students will compare and contrast the illustration of 
the same theme in two different literary genres, using structural features as the 
basis for the comparison (e.g., novel and play, poem and short story). 
• Students will develop structured mental, oral, or written summaries of texts in 
order to explain complex relationships among supporting ideas, key ideas, and 
themes.  
• Students will use Socratic Method and cooperative learning strategies along with 
discussion boards when available for communicating ideas.  
• Students will use electronic or paper reading response journals, graphic 
organizers and Cornell notes to demonstrate comprehension skills. 
Connections:  
ETHS.S2C1.02, ETHS.S3C1.05, ETHS.S6C1.03 
 
Source: commoncore.org 
Oral Presentation 
Grade 10  Unit 3 
Choose a poem that you have read and recite it from memory.  
Include an introduction that discusses: 
• Who wrote the poem? 
• When it was written (i.e., historical context)? 
• What is the theme or central idea?  
• How has the poet used specific details and/or poetic devices to bring out the 
theme? 
(RL.9-10.2, SL.9-10.4, SL.9-10.6) 

10 RL 3 

Analyze how complex characters 
(e.g., those with multiple or 
conflicting motivations) develop 
over the course of a text, interact 
with other characters, and 
advance the plot or develop the 
theme.                                      

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
In this standard, students will explain and compare the different roles and 
functions that characters play in text (e.g., antagonist, protagonist, hero). They will 
also interpret the methods of characterization listed in RL Standard 1 to describe 
nuances of character and how characters advance the plot.   
• Teachers can use Socratic Method and cooperative learning approaches. 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples HUSD Resources 

 
(Level 4: Analyze, Create, Prove, 
Synthesize, Connecting Texts) 

• Teacher will use a variety of active reading strategies such as Directed Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA), Question/Answer Relationship (QAR), and/or dramatic 
reading/interpretation. 
• Teachers can access their adopted anthologies to find examples of selections for 
the analysis of character development.  
• Students will identify types of characters: protagonist, antagonist, round 
character, flat character, static character, and dynamic character. 
• Students will recognize a character’s motivation and how a writer reveals a 
character through direct and/or indirect characterization. 
• Students can access visuals (e.g. photos, paintings, etc.) electronically to 
demonstrate elements of characterization.  
• Students can use electronic and/or paper graphic organizers such as tables and 
Venn Diagrams can be utilized for the analysis of characters.  
SSHS.S2C2.03, ETHS.S1C4.01, ETHS.S6C1.03 

10 RL 4 

Determine the meaning of words 
and phrases as they are used in 
the text, including figurative and 
connotative meanings; analyze 
the cumulative impact of specific 
word choices on meaning and 
tone (e.g., how the language 
evokes a sense of time and place; 
how it sets a formal or informal 
tone). (Level 3: Assess, Critique, 
Develop a Logical Argument, 
Revise, Cite Evidence, 
Differentiate) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
In this standard, students will focus on how an author’s specific word choices 
impact the text   (e.g., formal and informal tone, voice) to support the author’s 
purpose, including literary devices (understatement, sensory details) and figurative 
language (personification, simile, symbolism, foreshadowing, metaphor, 
hyperbole, mood, allusion, irony, and paradox).   
• Teachers can direct students in a think-pair-share process to analyze word choice 
and tone in literary selections. 
• Teachers can use poetry and prose to demonstrate intentional word choice for 
sound, connotation, and denotation and also to consider structural elements (e.g., 
punctuation, word position, alliteration, consonance, assonance, repetition, etc.). 
 
• Students can electronically or in written format create a table and chart key 
words (the association that students attach to the words), and the effects the 
words create.  
Connection: 
ETHS.S6C1.03 
 
 
 
 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples HUSD Resources 

 
Source: commoncore.org 
Seminar and Essay 
Grade 10  Unit 1 
After reading Gabriel García Márquez’s novel One Hundred Years of Solitude and 
his Nobel Prize acceptance speech “The Solitude of Latin America,” reflect on what 
he means by “solitude” in his speech and his novel? How is solitude a metaphor? Is 
it a fitting metaphor? Why or why not? Use specific textual evidence to discuss. 
After seminar, write an essay using at least two pieces of textual evidence to 
support a clear thesis from both his speech and his novel.  
(RL.9-10.4, W.9-10.2, W.9-10.4, W.9-10.9, SL.9-10.1) 

10 RL 5 

Analyze how an author’s choices 
concerning how to structure a 
text, order events within it (e.g., 
parallel plots), and manipulate 
time (e.g., pacing, flashbacks) 
create such effects as mystery, 
tension, or surprise. (Level 4: 
Analyze, Create, Prove, 
Synthesize, Connecting Texts) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
The standard asks students to analyze and critique how authors use specific genre 
elements to challenge readers’ conventional expectations associated with a variety 
of genres (e.g., classical essays, tragedy, comedy/satire, parables, epics, 
periodicals/journals). Students may also analyze how an author deviates from 
genre norms to achieve specific effects.  
• Teachers can access their adopted anthologies to find examples of plot 
development.  
 
• Students visualize and make predictions based upon text. 
• Students use electronic or paper/pencil, double-entry journals.  
• Students use a variety of active reading strategies such as Directed Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA) and Question/Answer Relationship (QAR).  
• Students create electronic or paper diagrams that sequence plot events showing 
chronology, flashback, foreshadowing, suspense, and conflict.  
Connections: 
ETHS.S6C1.03 
Source: commoncore.org 
Oral Presentation 
Grade 10  Unit 4 
Cite examples of narrative repetition or digression in one of the works you have 
read; comment on its significance in the story.  
(RL9-10.5) 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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Common Core Standards Explanations & Examples HUSD Resources 

 

10 RL 6 

Analyze a particular point of view 
or cultural experience reflected 
in a work of literature from 
outside the United States, 
drawing on a wide reading of 
world literature. (Level 3: Assess, 
Critique, Develop a Logical 
Argument, Revise, Cite Evidence, 
Differentiate) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
In this standard, students analyze an author’s perspective based on the author’s 
values, attitudes, cultural experience, and beliefs/background. Different 
perspectives may influence the presentation and meaning of a text. Literature 
chosen will represent a wide variety of classic and contemporary texts from 
outside the United States. 
• Teachers can access the cultural links in anthologies. 
• Teachers will use a variety of active reading strategies such as Directed Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA) and Question/Answer Relationship (QAR). 
 
• Students can use an electronic or paper, double-entry journal, Venn Diagrams, 
charts, or tables in order to show connections to their own lives with a character 
from a different culture in literary selections.  
• Students can compare stories, characters, cultures, etc. within diverse literary 
selections. 
Connections: 
ETHS.S6C1.03, SSHS.S2C1.03, 05, and 07 
Source: commoncore.org 
Seminar and Essay 
Grade 10  Unit 2 
Compare and contrast Midnight’s Children by Salman Rushdie and Nectar in a 
Sieve by Kamala Markandaya. How do they differ in meaning? How are they similar 
in meaning? Write an essay using at least two pieces of textual evidence from each 
text to support an original thesis statement.  
(RL.9-10.6, RL.9-10.9, SL.9-10.1, W.9-10.2, W.9-10.9) 

 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

10 RL 7 

Analyze the representation of a 
subject or a key scene in two 
different artistic mediums, 
including what is emphasized or 
absent in each treatment (e.g., 
Auden’s “Musée des Beaux Arts” 
and Breughel’s Landscape with 
the Fall of Icarus).  

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
This standard focuses on students’ abilities to compare and contrast works of 
literature with other media. For example, we can use the same language to discuss 
a painting that we use to discuss a poem, song, or short story.  
• Teachers can refer to adopted anthologies for examples of artwork and stories 
being compared and for cultural links.  
 
• Students will also support their analysis by showing their understanding of the 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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(Level 3: Assess, Critique, 
Develop a Logical Argument, 
Revise, Cite Evidence, 
Differentiate) 

traditions, themes, and issues of the works being studied.   
• Students analyze a quote such as, “In a place where they begin with the burning 
of books, what is next but the burning of people?” by Heinrich Heine (German 
Philosopher) and its connection to a novel such as Fahrenheit 451.  
• Students compare a theater production of a play to a film version of the same 
work. 
• Students can compare the oral rendition by the author of his work to its written 
version. Students use electronic or paper Venn Diagrams or other graphic 
organizer to compare print and non-print representations of a subject.  
 
Connections: 
ETHS.S3C1.02, ETHS.S6C1.03 
Source: commoncore.org 
Seminar and Essay 
Grade 10  Unit 2 
Analyze Ryunosuke Akutagawa’s story, “In a Bamboo Grove,” and Akira Kurosawa’s 
film, Rashomon. How do the story and the film portray the characters’ 
psychological states? (Note: Kurosawa’s Rashomon is based on Akutagawa’s “In a 
Bamboo Grove,” not on his “Rashomon,” though a few details from the latter story 
appear in the film.) Write an essay using at least three pieces of textual evidence 
to support an original thesis statement.  
(RL.9-10.7, SL.9-10.1, W.9-10.2) 

10 RI 1 

Cite strong and thorough textual 
evidence to support analysis of 
what the text says explicitly as 
well as inferences drawn from 
the text. (Level 3: Assess, 
Critique, Develop a Logical 
Argument, Revise, Cite Evidence, 
Differentiate) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
This standard asks students to analyze themes, key ideas, main ideas, and 
supporting ideas within complex text, evaluating and critiquing the coherence, 
validity, and relevance of ideas, evidence, and arguments.  
• Students identify transitional words to recognize the organizational structure and 
to comprehend the text.  
• Students will use a stylistic guide to support connections with the writing 
standards, including paraphrasing, quotations, internal citations, and works cited. 
• Students recognize the patterns that the writer uses to clarify meaning and that 
the author’s purpose directly relates to text structure.  
• Students use electronic or paper graphic organizers to isolate thesis, key ideas, 
and supporting details for each key idea.  

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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• Students read and annotate an article to identify and analyze persuasive 
language, fallacious reasoning (i.e., bandwagon, appeal to pity, oversimplification, 
slanted language, etc.), unsupported references, and/or concessions/rebuttals to 
determine the effectiveness of the argument.  
• Students read and annotate two articles with opposing viewpoints, identifying 
the argument for each.  
Connections: 
SCHS.S1C3.01, 02, and 03, SCHS.S1C1.01, 02, 03, and 04, ETHS.S2C1 

10 RI 4 

Determine the meaning of words 
and phrases as they are used in a 
text, including figurative, 
connotative, and technical 
meanings; analyze the 
cumulative impact of specific 
word choices on meaning and 
tone (e.g., how the language of a 
court opinion differs from that of 
a newspaper). (Level 4: Analyze, 
Create, Prove, Synthesize, 
Connecting Texts) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
In this standard, students will focus on how an author’s specific word choices 
impact the text (e.g., formal and informal tone, voice) to support the author’s 
purpose; this includes how to infer word meanings from context (e.g., example, 
restatement) and how to distinguish between the denotative and connotative 
meanings of words.  
• Teachers will direct students in a think-pair-share process to analyze word choice 
and tone in informational text selections.  
• Teachers can access anthologies to find texts that demonstrate an author’s word 
choice in developing tone. 
 
• Students will recognize that word choice conveys intended and unintended 
meanings for readers and can affect readers in different ways depending on the 
context. 
• Students create an electronic or paper table and chart key words from a given 
text to recognize the association attached to the word and the effect it creates.   
• Students will use a variety of active reading strategies such as Directed Reading-
Thinking Activities (DRTA) and Question/Answer Relationship (QAR). 
Connections: 
ETHS.S6C1.03, SCHS.S1C4.02 
Source: commoncore.or 
Essay 
Grade 9   Unit 3 
Write an essay that compares and contrasts aspects of the use of a literary device 
in two different poems. Discuss at least three aspects.  (RL.9-10.4, W.9-10.2) 

HUSD Materials, 
Resources, and 

Assessments 

 

http://sharepoint.husd.org/sites/promethean/Shared%20Documents/Forms/normal.aspx?RootFolder=%2fsites%2fpromethean%2fShared%20Documents%2f7%2d12%20Language%20Arts%2fSoph&FolderCTID=&View=%7b66369F7D%2dFD74%2d42CD%2dAE40%2d1046EAED6B7A%7d
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10 RI 7 

Analyze various accounts of a 
subject told in different mediums 
(e.g., a person’s life story in both 
print and multimedia), 
determining which details are 
emphasized in each account. 
(Level 4: Analyze, Create, Prove, 
Synthesize, Connecting Texts) 

Source: ADE/ELA Committee 
See Appendices A & B for Text Complexity 
This standard focuses on students’ abilities to compare and contrast works of 
informational text with other media. For example, we can use the same language 
to discuss a photograph or painting that we use to discuss a historical document, 
persuasive essay, or explanatory essay. 
• Teacher can access examples of artwork and nonfiction selections for 
comparisons from various anthologies.  
 
• Students will support their analysis by showing their understanding of the 
traditions, themes, and issues of the works being studied through written or oral 
presentations.   
• Students compare the author’s oral rendition of his work to its written version 
(e.g., Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech).   
• Students compare a political cartoon to an editorial with similar themes.  
• Students use electronic or paper Venn Diagrams to compare print and non-print 
representations of a subject.  
Connections: 
ETHS.S3C1.02, SSHS.S1C9.03, SSHS.S10.01,02 
Source: commoncore.org 
Essay 
Grade 9 Unit 2 
Select a documentary photograph from the Library of Congress’s website of Farm 
Security Administration-Office of War Information Collection (FSA-OWI) or an 
excerpt from the primary or secondary source accounts of “The Scottsboro 
Boys”(one source for these documents is University of Missouri-Kansas School of 
Law) trial and explain in an essay how the image or the source account helps 
illuminate your understanding of life during the depression in the American south. 
State thesis clearly and include at least three pieces of evidence to support the 
thesis.  
(RI.9-10.7, W.9-10.2) 
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